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Moreover, the innovative Strategic Partnership between Latvian and Ukrainian 

VET professionals demonstrates their volition tobalance and strengthen correlation 
between the European VET education and global labour market. 
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The modern requirements for training specialists require a new approach to the 

content of education, an update of the educational repertoire, especially by means of 
adding the compositions of domestic composers, ancient and modern masters, as well 
as the change of the approach to teaching the piano in accordance with the 
requirements of the modern education. 

The future teacher of musical art needs to be able to play the piano freely enough 
to influence the upbringing and spiritual development of the younger generation 
through the performance of compositions on the instrument by the means of musical 
art. It is in the education of a harmonious person that the purpose and content of the 
profession of the teacher lies. 

The purpose of the work is to identify some ways of forming the performing and 
professional competence of the future specialists in musical art. In this sense, some 
provisions regarding the complex of elements of musical-creative, musical-analytical, 
general-pedagogical and psychological context have been considered. 
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The determination and scientific substantiation of directions and methods of the 
effective development of independence and performing-professional competence in 
music-pedagogical practice were made in the works by А. Alekseyev, L. Barenboim, 
and G. Tsypin. The musicians-pedagogues L. Archazhnikova, T. Vorobkevych,  
Gh. Padalka, O. Rostovsky, while developing the multifaceted nature of the 
profession of the future teacher of musical art, define a wide range of specialists' 
training by actualizing the development of their independent creative and cognitive 
activity. 

The pedagogical abilities of the future musician-teacher are a complicated complex 
of different elements of musical-creative, musical-analytical, general-pedagogical and 
psychological content. Many of the most difficult tasks, the huge number of different 
music compositions being studied – this is the specificity of working in the piano 
class. During these lessons one forms views, musical taste, professional skills of the 
future specialist, his/her creative activity increases, intelligence develops, the love for 
music is being cultivated [1]. 

The independent practical work of students has certain didactic goals: to deepen 
and expand, to systematize and consolidate the knowledge acquired during the 
classroom lessons; to develop the abilities, skills of independent performing mental 
work; to promote interest and curiosity in professionally oriented activities; to 
develop independent thinking; to form volitional traits of character [2]. The 
achievement of these goals is possible if students have a formed need to acquire 
performing and professional competence. 

The most important for the future specialist of musical art is the activation of 
cognitive activity and the ability to disclose the content of a musical composition, and 
for this he/she needs to possess a complex of professional skills: a certain sound 
production, a cantilena play, a conscious phrasing, a literate pedal use, a developed 
polyphonic thinking; a competent and logical interpretation of the texture of a 
musical composition, an apprehension of the composition as a whole and so on [3]. 
Mastering the skills of performing musical compositions on the piano is not the goal, 
but only an integral part of the comprehensive training of the future specialist. The 
profession requires universal knowledge, skills and abilities of a special kind. 

In the present context, the main task of the educational and training process is to 
create the conditions for comprehensive development of a personality and the 
formation of students' performing and professional competence. One of the main 
tasks of the piano training is connected with the development of the ability to 
understand and reproduce the content of a musical composition [4]. Acquiring the 
experience of working with the note texts of musical compositions of various 
figurative content, students master the appropriate means of musical expression, feel 
the logical connection of musical elements, and master the performing techniques, 
while acquiring certain performing and professional competence [5]. 

The basic music-didactic principles form the foundation of the developmental 
learning in the piano class: the expansion of the repertoire for enriching the 
professional level and experience of the student, increasing the amount of material 
used in the classes (from simple to more complex); the intensification of the 
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educational and training process and the development of the student's creative 
thinking by accelerating the rate of the mastering of a certain part of the educational 
material (the so-called sketchy study of a musical composition); the peculiarity of the 
role of the process of reading from the sheet, as a type of the educational activity [6]. 
In the course of acquiring performing skills, the basic didactic principles of the 
developmental learning – mastering the maximum of information in the minimum of 
time – stand out. 

The implementation of these provisions into the practice of piano training will help 
to enhance the students' creative and cognitive autonomy and to form the basis of 
performing and professional competence [7]. 

Therefore, teaching the musical disciplines is focused on the formation of highly 
cultural, widely educated teachers of musical art at preschool and general secondary 
education institutions, who have the basic principles of performing and professional 
competence, acquire the perfect instrumental and performing qualities, are capable of 
revealing the artistic content of musical compositions by means of the corresponding 
means of musical expression, have the necessary skills to independently work on 
musical-theoretical material and certain educational and research achievements, are 
prepared for a thorough mastery of the peculiarities of performance, regularities of 
designing and application of musical material in the practical musical-pedagogical 
and musical-educational activities.  
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